Barlow and Reeves [1979. Vision Research, 19, 783-793] showed that bilateral symmetry detection in dot patterns is about equally efficient whether the displays are viewed monocularly or binocularly. If there is a binocular process which can be stimulated monocularly, this experiment does not indicate whether symmetry detection occurs before or after the site of binocular integration. This is so because the symmetrical patterns would have stimulated both monocular and binocular mechanisms under both viewing conditions. We presented stereoscopic 20-dot patterns, ten dots to each eye, for 150 ms so that 'false fusion' rather than rivalry occurred. Any axis of symmetry in the patterns was oriented at vertical (90°) or 9 1, 2, 3, or 4°from vertical. The task was to judge whether the axis was tilted left or right of vertical, using the method of constant stimulus differences. Three kinds of pattern were used: SSS patterns were symmetrical in each eye alone and also dichoptically; NNS patterns were random monocularly but dichoptically symmetrical; and SSN patterns were symmetrical monocularly but dichoptically non-symmetrical. Orientation judgements were accurate, and equally so, for SSS and NNS displays but were extremely poor under SSN conditions. A control experiment showed that the poor performance in the SSN condition was not due to the axes of symmetry being eccentric to the fixation point. Thus, monocular symmetry is neither necessary nor sufficient for dichoptic bilateral symmetry perception; and symmetry mechanisms have no access to monocular signals.
Introduction
Little is known about the locus of bilateral (or mirror) symmetry processing in the human visual system. Using vertically symmetrical 100-dot patterns, Barlow and Reeves (1979) found essentially no difference between monocular and binocular symmetry detection. Not surprisingly, they drew no conclusion from this: the finding does not indicate whether symmetry is processed by monocular or binocular mechanisms. This is so because the monocular stimulus might have stimulated a binocular process responsive to both monocular and binocular signals; or both monocular and binocular stimuli might have stimulated a purely monocular mechanism. More recently, van der Zwan, Leo, Joung, Latimer and Wenderoth (1998) showed that dot patterns with tilted axes of symmetry induced tilt after-effects which are believed to arise early in visual processing where monocular mechanisms are found. It was not clear, however, whether symmetry was processed at this lower level or whether feedback from extrastriate binocular mechanisms was involved.
The aim of the experiments reported here was to establish whether symmetry perception in dot patterns can be achieved beyond the site of binocular combination by testing whether monocular symmetry is necessary, sufficient, both necessary and sufficient or neither necessary nor sufficient, for symmetry perception.
General methods
Twenty-dot patterns were presented dichoptically, with ten dots to each eye. There were three kinds of pattern: those which were symmetrical in each eye alone as well as when they were dichoptically combined (called SSS); those which were random monocularly but dichoptically symmetrical (called NNS); and those which were symmetrical monocularly but non-symmetrical dichoptically (called SSN). Schematic exemplars of these three pattern types are shown in Fig. 1 .
As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the dichoptic pattern SSN was made non-symmetrical by translating the monocular symmetrical patterns. The left eye and right eye patterns were initially moved 1.32°to the left and right, respectively, so that dichoptically the two monocular axes of symmetry were 2.64°apart. Because this caused the SSN patterns to be wider than they were tall, their X dimension was rescaled to restore a circular pattern (15.4°diameter) but without distorting the shape of the circular dots. The rescaled dichoptic separation between the monocular symmetry axes was 2.36°.
Left-and right-eye stimuli were presented on a Silicon Graphics O2 19 in. colour display on alternate frames with an interlaced monocular frame rate of 60 Hz and were viewed through liquid crystal shutters. 2 , respectively, so that contrast was 0.02 and subjects were unable to see these low contrast dots. To avoid binocular rivalry between the dichoptically presented patterns, they were flashed for 150 ms. Under these brief presentation conditions, 'false fusion' rather than rivalry occurs (Wolfe, 1983) . Trials were self-paced: Observers fixated a white 0.44°fixation point in the centre of the screen and pressed the spacebar to initiate the display. Every dot pattern was unique.
To eliminate response biasses which can occur when the subject's task is to judge each pattern as 'symmetrical' or 'non-symmetrical' (Wenderoth, 1997a) all patterns contained some symmetry (as in Fig. 1 ) and an orientation judgement task was used (see Wenderoth, 1996 Wenderoth, , 1997b . Symmetrical patterns were oriented with the axis of symmetry either at vertical (90°) or up to 94°from vertical in 0.5°steps. Subjects had to judge whether each pattern was tilted left or right of vertical, a task that could only be done if the subject could detect the symmetry in the pattern.
Experiments

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, each observer completed five blocks under each of the SSS, NNS and SSN conditions. A block consisted of 10 trials at each of the 17 axis orientations presented in random order, so that each data point was based on 50 trials. The 15 blocks completed by each observer were also done in random order. Subjects pressed the middle of three mouse buttons to initiate a block and the left or right mouse buttons to signal those orientations relative to vertical. There were five experienced observers, all members of the Perception Laboratory at Macquarie University.
The data of one of the five observers in Experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 2A and Table 1 gives all of the data. Logistic functions were fitted to the data from conditions SSS (filled circles) and NNS (filled squares) but this was not possible with the SSN data because, as For each observer and each condition, a logistic function was fitted to each of the five blocks of trials so that, for each condition, there were five estimates of the slope of the logistic function. These five estimates were used to calculate the mean slopes and their standard errors, which are shown for the SSS and NNS conditions above the graph in Fig. 2A and in Table 1 . For all observers, these slopes were not significantly different, with P \0.2 in every case.
The fact that subjects were unable to produce psychometric behaviour in the SSN condition in Experiment 1 indicates that the symmetry detecting mechanism has no access to monocular levels of visual processing. There are at least two possible reasons for this. First, it is possible, indeed likely, that the nonsymmetry which was present dichoptically masked the monocular symmetries, although this does not detract from the conclusion that under these conditions the symmetry detecting mechanism has no access to monocular information: it simply offers an explanation for that fact. A potentially more trivial explanation is that in the SSS and NNS conditions, where psychometric behaviour did occur, the symmetry axes coincided with the fixation point. In the SSN condition, the fixation point was 1.18°lateral from each of the axes. Could this eccentricity have rendered the monocular symmetries unusable?
This seemed unlikely because Saarinen (1988) found that symmetry detection dropped to only 90% correct at 2°eccentricity, from 96% at fixation, not sufficient, one would think, to render the SSN task here completely non-psychometric. However, Experiment 2 was designed to test this unlikely explanation of the SSN results in Experiment 1.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, the same five subjects used in Experiment 1 viewed both the SSS and SSN displays but with a patch over the left-eye lens of the shutter glasses. As a result, they judged the orientation relative to vertical of the symmetry axis of a 10-dot pattern 2A makes clear (open circles), observers were unable to produce a psychometric function in that condition. Instead, the data were fitted by a straight line and, for all subjects, the slope of the best fit regression line was not different from horizontal, with P\ 0.10 in each case. patches. With brief dichoptic exposure, observers see Xs and the monocular orientations are invisible to purely binocular processes. Solomon and Morgan showed that when motion was monocularly defined by texture or flicker but was invisible to purely binocular processes, only flicker motion could be discriminated. They concluded that motion-from-flicker mechanisms do have access to monocular signals but that motion-from-texture mechanisms do not. That is, for one task monocular signals were sufficient but for another they were not. Were the tasks simply requiring eye-of-origin information, then monocular signals would not have been sufficient in either (or any) case. In similar vein, it has been concluded here that symmetry mechanisms do not have access to monocular input. monocularly, when the axis of symmetry was either at fixation (SSS) or 1.18°right of fixation. Otherwise, the design was identical to that in Experiment 1.
The results of Experiment 2 are shown for one observer in Fig. 2B and for all observers in Table 2 . For four of the observers, the slopes were not significantly different with P\0.5 in each case. In the case of the fifth observer, SS, F=5.61 and P =0.08 but this near-significant difference was in the wrong direction: the slope of the function was steeper in the SSN than in the SSS condition. Thus, the inability of subjects in Experiment 1 to discriminate axis orientations in the SSN condition was not due to the axes being slightly eccentric to the fixation point.
General discussion
Monocular symmetry is not necessary for dichoptic symmetry perception: In Experiment 1 observers produced a psychometric function in condition NNS, where there was dichoptic but not monocular symmetry, and this function had the same slope as the function which they produced in condition SSS, where symmetry was present both monocularly and dichoptically. However, monocular symmetry is not sufficient for dichoptic symmetry perception: observers did not produce a psychometric function in condition SSN in Experiment 1. Thus, symmetry perception can be achieved at or beyond the site of binocular combination of monocular signals. We have gathered some preliminary PET data, which also suggest that the site of symmetry processing is in extrastriate cortex, a suggestion not inconsistent with those of van der Zwan et al. (1998) .
A reviewer suggested that the present results merely indicate that the symmetry-detecting mechanism does not have information about eye-of-origin, as demonstrated by Blake and Cormack (1979) and others. This is not so. The logic of my experiments is extremely similar to those of Solomon and Morgan (1999) , which appeared after the conduct of the experiments reported here. Solomon and Morgan used the technique of Kolb and Braun (1995) in which spatially coincident local stimulus elements in the two eyes consist of orthogonal Gabor
